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INTRODUCTION
For many UK residents, holidays give
them time to practise their favourite
sport, or the opportunity to try out a
new adventurous activity.
Yet finding insurance can present a challenge, with
many providers unwilling to cover activities that
carry a certain degree of risk.

In addition, holidaymakers may not be fully aware of
what activities are covered by their policies, and in
what circumstances they will be able to make a claim.
This guide explains why the sporting holiday market
is a valuable one, and how brokers can ensure their
clients have the right level of cover to enjoy sporting
activities on holiday. It outlines Alpha’s wide range
of sports packages, demonstrating why it is a market
leader in this area.

AN ACTIVE MARKET

22

of British
% adults have
taken a winter
sports holiday

Most adults in the UK lead active lives, with 63%
doing 150 minutes or more of moderate exercise
per week.
Unsurprisingly, then, activity and adventure
holidays are a growing market: one prediction
is they will rise by 46% by 2020. *
Among the areas that have increased in
popularity in recent years are charity tours such
as sponsored bike rides; challenge events such as
Iron Man or marathons; and gap years, including
among more mature travellers.
Winter sports holidays are also popular, with 22%
of the British adult population – more than 11
million people – having taken one.

63

take active
holidays

It is a market dominated by younger travellers, with
research suggesting that one in three of those aged
between 16 and 34 would choose an active holiday
compared with 7.9% of those aged 55-plus. However,
Sport England figures show that activity levels are
increasing among older people, women, and those
with disabilities or long-term health conditions.

Many travellers, however, may not
be fully insured. Research from ABTA
shows that around one-third of all
adults who have been on winter
sports holidays have not taken
out the correct insurance.
* REFERENCE CLICK HERE
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of 16-34

% year olds

COVERING YOUR CLIENTS
Alpha’s sports packages are available as
add-ons to its regular suite of policies,
with Activity Pack 1 included as standard
on all policies.
A full list of packs and activities covered is
provided, and brokers can fill in a website form to

get further guidance. If you are still unsure, call us
and we will be happy to help.
Each pack covers all the activities in previous
packs as well as those listed in its own category.
Many insurance providers sell add-ons separately,
making this a good selling point for Alpha.

Introducing Alpha’s Travel Insurance Heroes
Alpha offers a range of travel insurance products that can be customised to individual needs.

GetSet2Go, for the budget
conscious traveller

The mid-range TurtleTravel

Top-of-the-range
Ultimate

Within the above packages, there are different levels of cover, such as Silver, Gold
and Backpacker, plus several optional add-ons.
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ALPHA’S SPORTS PACKAGES
Activity Pack 1
This wide-ranging list includes some activities
that might be considered relatively risky by other
insurers, such as scuba diving to a maximum of 30
metres, rafting up to White Water Grade 3, bungee
jumping, and cycling or hiking up to 1,000 metres.
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The breadth of this category is a major selling
point. Many holidaymakers will not need to take out
special policies to cover their active holiday, and
policyholders can decide spontaneously to undertake
an activity without having to worry about upgrading
their cover. Policyholders should still be encouraged
to read their policy documentation before travelling,
so they are fully aware of the activities covered.

Activity Pack 2

Activity Packs 4-7

This is particularly relevant for the many people
who take part in organised challenge events
such as Iron Man, triathlons, and group
mountaineering up to 2,000m.

These cover progressively more dangerous
activities, including some higher altitude
sports, solo activities and competitions.

Activity Pack 3
This level is included as standard in Winter Sports
policies and covers a range of snow sports such
as skiing, off-piste skiing with a guide,
snowboarding and tobogganing.
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Activity Pack 8
This covers many sports up to 6,000m, such
as group mountaineering, ski touring and
harnessed rock climbing. A charity fundraising
trip to climb Mount Kilimanjaro would require
Activity Pack 8 cover.
Combat sports competitions, such as judo
or karate, generally fall under this category –
as does alligator wrestling!
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Many insurers simply do not provide
cover for these activities, making this
another selling point for Alpha
Activity Pack 8
covers sports up to

6000 M

WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
Optimise your company website for search
engines with keywords like ‘travel insurance for
sports’ and ‘Insurance for adventure holidays’
to be found by people seeking cover. If you
want to position your brokerage as an expert in
this market and attract true sports enthusiasts,
optimise for niche activities where online
competition is low. Tailor ad creatives for social
media and target profiles with behavioural
interests in various adventure activities. Also
make sure to target applicable age groups.
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Team up with local travel agents. Many people use
travel agents to arrange activity holidays. While tour
operators often include their own insurance, it’s worth
checking that this provides the right level of cover.
Team up with charities. Many are getting involved
in overseas sponsored challenge events and could
promote your services to their client base.

Choose the right time of year. Peak
times will be the winter sports season,
and the summer holidays.
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THINGS A BROKER SHOULD BE AWARE OF
Non-listed activities. Although the
lists are very comprehensive, Alpha
is happy to consider other activities.
Just call to discuss.
Medical response helpline: 		
The 24-hour helpline is a distinct benefit of these
policies, giving holidaymakers peace of mind,
particularly if travelling to more remote locations.
It will provide medically appropriate assistance, for
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example, air ambulances will be sent to ski slopes
only if the policyholder needs emergency treatment
and air evacuation is necessary. While Mountain
Rescue for those who have suffered an accident
or injury is covered if approved by the insurer’s
medical assistance provider, travel insurance
policies do not cover Search and Rescue to
find policyholders who are reported lost.
Pre-existing medical conditions. Activity packs are
available to those with health conditions. All Alpha’s
policies can provide cover for a wide range of
pre-existing medical conditions, if they are
declared and screened during the
quotation process.

Age restrictions:
While Activity Pack 1 is available to all ages, others
are restricted to the under-65s. If your client is
older, give us a call to discuss as we may still
be able to provider cover. Alpha is considered
a market leader in provision of cover for older
people, with some policies available for those
aged up to 95.
Destinations. All activity packs are valid in any
destination, though costs will be higher in certain
locations.

Personal Accident/ Public Liability:
It is important to note that for some activities,
neither Personal Accident nor Public Liability is
included. This is standard across the insurance
sector. It means that while medical expenses will
be covered for injured clients, there will be no
lump sum payments to compensate for disability
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or death, nor for harm caused to other people. These
activities are clearly underlined and italicised in the
policy document.

Cancellation:
Cover applies to the trip itself rather than any
specific activity. So if a policyholder is fit to travel
but not to undertake a sporting activity, eg he or
she breaks a finger so cannot play tennis, there
will be no cancellation cover. It also means that if
a policyholder is travelling to take part in an event
such as a marathon which is then cancelled, there
will be no pay-out if the trip itself can go ahead.

Equipment:
This is covered only while not in use. If a
policyholder’s skis are lost or stolen during the
journey, they are covered. If they break while on		
the slopes, they are not covered. There may also 		
be limits per item.
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POSITIONING SPORTS AND ACTIVITIES
COVER TO YOUR CLIENTS
It is often hard for brokers to compete
with aggregator websites for general
travel insurance policies. They come
into their own, however, when offering
more specialist, bespoke, or unusual
products such as sports cover.
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The right cover:
Tailor your message according to your client’s
needs, eg by highlighting provision for those
with pre-existing medical conditions or for
older travellers.

Specialist cover:
Most aggregator sites will not cater for those
looking for insurance for riskier sports holidays.
Activities covered in Alpha’s Activity Pack 8 are
highly specialist, geared towards the competitive
and challenge market.

Bespoke service:

Flexibility:

For those looking to participate in unusual sports,
or not sure what category their plans fall into, we
are happy to answer questions personally. This
helps to give clients peace of mind that they
really will be covered during their trip.

Sports packs can be purchased as add-ons
to regular Alpha insurance policies while
holidaymakers are already abroad. This gives
clients a flexibility that may not be readily available
through insurance comparison websites. This 		
is especially helpful for those on long trips, such
as backpackers, who are unlikely to have planned
all their activities before they set off.

Organised trips:
While specialist sporting holidays, charity events
and challenge events may promise cover, this
might be limited to their own liability towards
participants. Furthermore, if the organisers
are based in a remote jurisdiction, it may be
hard for clients to make claims. Brokers should
recommend that clients check the details of
such offers and take out their own policies
for peace of mind.

Sports packs can be purchased
as add-ons to regular Alpha
insurance policies
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CONCLUSION
The activity holiday market is a growing
and affluent one. Many holidaymakers
want reassurance that they have the right
cover and will turn to brokers to help
them navigate specialist products.
By understanding the specialist sports and activities market,
brokers can offer a service above and beyond that provided
by aggregator comparison sites.
The following frequently asked questions may be of help:

Q. How do I get emergency medical assistance or
make a claim?
A. There is a 24-hour assistance service for clients to call for
medical emergencies. Other claims can be made by clients once
they are home by calling the claims department on the number
provided.
Q. How does your Winter Sports Travel Insurance
policy differ from your Activity Packs?
A. The Winter Sports Travel Insurance is a comprehensive
holiday insurance policy that includes cover for lost or stolen
baggage and cancellation as well as ski equipment, lift passes
and emergency medical evacuation if required. It includes
Activity Pack 3. You could also buy Activity Pack 3 as an add-on
to another policy, for example if you were doing just a few days’
snowboarding as part of a longer trip.
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Q. How do I add an Activity Pack to my policy
while already abroad?
A. Clients can contact the insurance broker from whom
they bought the policy, who can do this on their behalf.
Q. I am taking part in sporting activities on 		
a professional basis. Am I covered?
A. Activities are covered for leisure purposes only unless
otherwise specified. Some competitive events are covered.
In general, if you receive payment, sponsorship, fees or prize
money above £200, you are considered to be taking part on
a professional basis and will not be covered by these packs.

OUR MESSAGE IS
SIMPLE
Just relax and leave it to us, we’ll provide you with
the products, full support and regulatory policy
documents to fulfil your customers’ needs,
allowing you to grow your business.

NOT AN ALPHA BROKER?
BECOMING ONE IS EASY…
Get access to our products in no time! Once your
application has been approved, we’ll get you up and
running on our system in a matter of days. Training
can also be arranged.

We look forward to welcoming you to Alpha!

Our approach is agile
The insurance landscape is always evolving, that’s
why we tailor and adapt our scheme and product
offerings to meet the changing demands of the
brokers we work with.

Our products are great value
We strive to maintain competitive price points and
provide cover options that are not typically served
by standard policies, to give our brokers the best
chance of securing a sale on pretty much every
enquiry they receive.

Our commitment is unwavering

Commiss
applied a ion is
both the cross
s
and addittandard
io
premium nal

Our team of experts go the extra mile and are
committed to responding to queries in quick time.
Each broker is also allocated a dedicated Account
Manager.
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